New High School
Alamance-Burlington School System

November 4, 2019
Commons Themes

- Public facilities grouped together with shared Commons (3 of 4)
- Media Center adjacent to Commons (3 of 4)
- Band/Chorus adjacent to Auditorium and Visual Arts
- Administration and Guidance together (3 of 4)
- CTE integrated within academic wing
- Courtyards (1 open courtyard, 2 enclosed courtyards)
- Dispersed science classrooms
- Two Story Academic House
- Flexibility to accommodate interdisciplinary model
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New High School
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New High School

1250 students/ 1500 core
220,000 square feet
PRIOR TO THE BOND - DESIGN WORKSHOP
NEW HIGH SCHOOL DESIGN WORKSHOP
October 28, 2019

PARTICIPANTS:
• ABSS Central Office Staff
• Board of Education
• County Commissioners
• Town Council Members
• Alamance Chamber Member
• School Principals
• Community members
WORKSHOP AGENDA

• Opportunities & Challenges
• Idea Mining
• Image Mining
• Overview
OPPORTUNITIES & CHALLENGES

• Reducing over capacity
• Space for varying learning styles
• Traffic
• New identity for school and students
• State of the art facility
• Planning for growth
• Blending school cultures
• Global outlook
• Budget
• Community use of facilities
• Assessing life cycle cost and spending funds smartly
The students at the New Alamance-Burlington High School will be doing ...

When completed, the New Alamance-Burlington High School will be described as ...

The citizens of our community will be most proud of the New Alamance-Burlington High School when it ...
IDEA MINING
IMAGE MINING
IMAGE MINING

EXTERIOR

• Not all glass – being purposeful on where glass is

• Acknowledging the history of the area while respecting that students will be coming from the other high schools

• Blend of modern, collegiate, and the site vernacular (farm)
IMAGE MINING

EXTERIOR

• Secure outdoor space for students
• Combination of hardscape and landscape – ease of maintenance
• Adjacency to dining for outdoor dining
**IMAGE MINING**

**EXTERIOR**
- Clear front entrance
- Wayfinding
- Not parking directly in front - less visible
- Green Space and walkways for students
- Two story building – breakup massing, not one big box
IMAGE MINING

INTERIOR

- Open & purposeful space
- Flexible furniture
- Wide hallways
- Collaborative learning
- Spaces to accommodate different learning styles
IMAGE MINING

INTERIOR

- Daylight and views
- Security
- Durable spaces
- Flexibility
- State of the Art
IMAGE MINING

INTERIOR

- Community Use
- Clear delineation between public and academic
- New identity/ School Pride
- Nice but functional auditorium
- Durable materials
IMAGE MINING

INTERIOR

• Food court atmosphere
• Collegiate-feel
• Design to encourage recycling and sustainability